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Abstract
We introduce a novel approach to allow for unobserved heterogeneity in two-step structural estimation strategies for discrete choice dynamic programming models (i.e strategies that avoid full solution
methods). We contribute to the literature by adopting a …xed e¤ ects approach: rather than identifying
an unobserved heterogeneity distribution, we actually reveal the true unobserved type of each observation in a …rst step. We do so by exploiting the tight link between the conditional choice probabilities
that are derived from the economic model and subjective self-reported assessments about future choice
probabilities such as those commonly elicited in major surveys. We uncover the unusual power of ideal
expectations data to identify unobserved types for di¤erent classes of models. A single self-report suf…ces in models with a monotonicity property whereas two self-reports allow for identi…cation in more
general models. Of more empirical relevance, we show that our results hold when we allow these subjective future choice probabilities to be elicited in less than ideal circumstances, such as, for example,
when self-reports display substantial "heaping" at focal reference values.
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Introduction

Progress on structural estimation within applied microeconomics has been limited, given the di¢ culty
of implementation in "frontal" or "full solution" strategies, i.e. strategies that solve the complicated
optimization and/or equilibrium problem at each trial of the structural parameter vector in the estimation
routine.1 The work of Hotz and Miller (1993) shows how to estimate the structural parameters of a discrete
choice dynamic programming model without solving the optimization problem even once. The Hotz-Miller
strategy has generated some methodological work on estimation of structural models that builds upon
this initial insight2 . However, an inherent problem in the Hotz-Miller type of strategy exploited by these
papers is that, because of its very own nature, it cannot accommodate permanent sources of unobserved
heterogeneity.3 The …rst step recovers equilibrium behavior policies from the data, and as such, these can
only be recovered based on observables. On the other hand, the more computationally intensive "frontal
strategies" can handle permanent unobserved heterogeneity by integrating out the unobserved types in
the likelihood function using a …nite mixture.4
Given its computational simplicity but its limitation regarding the handling of unobserved heterogeneity, in recent years there have been some e¤orts directed towards generalizing the Hotz-Miller approach
to allow for unobserved heterogeneity.5 In this paper we explore the potential use of expectations data
1
Within the full solution paradigm, Rust (1987) and Keane and Wolpin (1994,1997) provided substantial computational
savings that stimulated most of the empirical research to date with this type of models. See Keane and Wolpin (2009),
Todd and Wolpin (2009), and Keane, Todd and Wolpin (2010) for surveys of a substantial number of applications using
full solution methods in development, labor, consumer behavior and other …elds in applied microceconomics. More recently,
Su and Judd (2012) proposed a novel, promising approach (MPEC) to alleviate the computational burden associated with
estimation by recasting the problem in a constrained optimization framework. See also Dube, Fox and Su (2012)
2
See Hotz, Miller, Sanders and Smith (1994) to extend the original estimator to deal with the "Data Curse of Dimensionality" and for possible generalizations to allow for continuous choices and states. See Aguirregabiria and Mira (2002)
for a recursive implementation of Hotz-Miller that improves small sample properties and for convergence to Full Information Maximum Likelihood. See Altug and Miller (1998) for a consistent account of aggregate shocks. See Jofre-Bonet and
Pesendorfer (2003) for dynamic auctions. See Gayle and Golan (2011) for estimation of dynamic signaling models. See
Bajari, Hong, Krainer and Nekipelov (2010) for similar ideas applied to estimation of static games. See Aguirregabiria and
Mira (2007), Bajari, Benkard and Levin (2007), Pesendorfer and Schmidt-Dengler (2008) and Pakes, Ostrovsky and Berry
(2008) for dynamic discrete games, Choo and Siow (2005) for the use of Hotz-Miller approaches in facilitating estimation of
a dynamic two-sided matching game and Gayle, Golan and Soytas (2013) for estimation of Barro-Becker models
3
This important limitation was noted early on by Eckstein and Wolpin (1989) among others.
4
This is the approach taken by Wolpin (1984), van der Klaauw (1996), Keane and Wolpin (1997), Eckstein and Wolpin
(1999) , Carro and Mira (2006), Mira (2007), Arcidiacono, Khwaja and Ouyang (2012) where some of the parameters are
allowed to vary by type. Blau and Gilleskie (2008) and Liu, Mroz and van der Klaauw (2009) use a related, factor structure
approach. Alternative approaches to handle unobserved heterogeneity, which still require DP solutions have been advanced
by Ackerberg (1999, 2009) and Bajari, Fox, Kim and Ryan (2009). Whether discrete or continuous, parametric or nonparametric, all of the above are "random e¤ects" approaches in the sense that only the probability of an observation being
of a given type is contemplated.
5
Buchinsky, Hahn and Hotz (2005) propose a clustering approach that is similar to ours in the sense of being essentially
a …xed e¤ects approach. Houde and Imai (2006) and Arcidiacono and Miller (2011) suggest alternative estimation strategies
in a random e¤ects context and allow for the unobserved heterogeneity to transition in systematic ways over time. Kasahara
and Shimotsu (2008, 2009) and Hu and Shum (2009) focus on estimation and identi…cation of related dynamic discrete choice
models with unobserved types. Imai, Jain, and Ching (2009) and Norets (2009) provide Bayesian alternatives for estimation
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such as, for example, subjective assessments of future choice probabilities to allow for estimable unobserved heterogeneity in these two-step estimation strategies for dynamic structural models.6 We show
that while requiring a particular type of data, our strategy can be an interesting alternative in the toolkit
of microeconometricians if and when such data is available. In that sense, we think of our approach as
complementary to the above literature. Our aim is to expand the toolkit that empirical researchers have
when it comes to estimating dynamic structural models in computationally feasible ways. Our explicit
use of elicited subjective expectations distinguishes our contribution from these other approaches taken in
the literature. We will be focusing on single agent models, as the availability of expectations data seems
more widespread in areas more amenable to single agent applications. However our idea can be applied
to multiple agent contexts, in particular to dynamic discrete games. Indeed, much of the literature that
builds upon the Hotz-Miller strategy to estimate dynamic games is now being generalized to allow for
game and/or player level unobserved heterogeneity.7
We …rst characterize the power of expectations data to identify and estimate these models with
the computational simplicity of a Hotz-Miller type of approach while, at the same time, allowing for
unobserved heterogeneity, assuming that expectations are precisely elicited. For example, we …rst assume
we have the ideal scenario in which there is no "heaping" or "focal measurement error" in Self-Reported
Choice Probabilities (SR-CPs from now on).8 Second, we show that when the use of more realistic, focal,
subjective expectations data is contemplated in real applications, most of our results from the "ideal"
case hold. Finally, we characterize how a modi…ed version of our "linking technology" can alleviate some
of the problems created by focal, reference point-based SR-CPs.
In addition to the theoretical insight, several datasets already include this kind of questions so our
estimation strategy can be readily applied in a variety of settings. In the U.S. alone, all the major longitudinal surveys such NLSY or HRS include this type of questions. Looking ahead, however, the insights
from our proposed estimation strategy are also informative about questionnaire design. In particular,
about how these SR-CPs should be elicited to add the most value in a computationally feasible structural

of these models. See Aguirregabiria and Mira (2010) and Arcidiacono and Ellickson (2011) for reviews of this line of work.
6
We focus our exposition on expectations about future choice probabilities because they are more widely available. Other
questions may elicit probabilistic assessments about the future value of some state variables and could also be used to identify
types with our method.
7
See Aguirregabiria and Mira (2007) , Aguirregabiria, Mira and Roman (2007), Arcidiacono and Miller (2011), Siebert
and Zulehner (2008), Hu and Shum (2008), Blevins (2009) and Kasahara and Shimotsu (2012). Aguirregabiria and Mira
(2010) provide a comprehensive overview of structural estimation in the context of dynamic discrete choice models using full
solution and non-full solution methods. Their review covers single agent and multiple agent models. See also Bajari, Hong
and Nekipelov (2010) and Aguirregabiria and Nevo (2013) for more recent developments in the multiple agent literature.
8
By "focal measurement error" we mean the systematic tendency of respondents to report round numbers (focal points)
when assesing their future choice probabilities.
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estimation strategy.9
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there exist two strands of literature on the use of expectations
data that are somewhat, but not directly related to our work: a) Relaxing Rational Expectations. This is
a strand of literature that uses expectations data in a more direct but still very important manner. The
basic idea is to leverage data on expectations to be more ‡exible about the modelling of expectations.
Key contributions here are Manski (2004) and Attanasio (2009). b) Using expectations data in estimation
strategies for structural models that do not exploit the Hotz-Miller inversion. In this approach, like in
ours, the expectations data are directly linked to the expectations used in the optimization problem. See
Wolpin and Gonul (1985), Wolpin (1999), van der Klaauw and Wolpin (2008) and van der Klaauw (2011)
for important contributions. In these cases, it is shown that these data are similar to revealed choice data
and their use can provide more e¢ cient estimators. These are important gains in estimator e¢ ciency, but
the contribution of such expectations data in those contexts is somewhat di¤erent than the one explored
here.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section presents an extremely simple machine
replacement example. We will use this example throughout the paper to …x ideas. Section 3 adds unobserved heterogeneity to the set up and discusses alternative conditions under which the use of expectations
data succeeds in identifying such heterogeneity. Section 4 provides Montecarlo experiments that describe
the performance of our estimation strategy. Conclusions follow.

2

Example: Estimating a Simple Dynamic Structural Model of Machine Replacement Decisions

Consider a simpli…ed capital replacement problem similar to that in Rust (1987). Firms each use one
machine to produce output in each period. These machines age, becoming more likely to breakdown, and
in each time period the …rms have the option of replacing the machines. Let xt be the age of the machine
at time t and let the current period pro…ts from using a machine of age xt be given by:

(xt ; dt ; "0t ; "1t ) =

8
<

1 xt

+ "0t if dt = 0

: R+"
1t

(1)

if dt = 1

where dt = 1 if the …rm decides to replace the machine at t, R is the net cost of a new machine, and
9

Recently, scholars have begun eliciting subjective expectations in their own data collection e¤orts. See, among others, Delavande (2008), Zafar (2011a,2001b), Mahajan and Tarozzi (2011), Giustinelli (2012), Wiswall and Zafar (2012),
Arcidiacono, Hotz and Kang (2012), Arcidiacono, Hotz, Maurel and Romano (2013) and Cuhna et al. (2013).
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("0t ; "1t ) are time speci…c shocks to the utilities/pro…ts from replacing and not replacing. Let’s assume
that ("0t ; "1t ) are i.i.d. across replacement choices, …rms and time periods, and, while not required for
the implementation of our methods below, let’s further assume that they follow a type I extreme value
distribution. We consider a model with stochastic aging in which

xt+1 =

8
>
>
min f5; xt + 1g
>
<
>
>
>
:

xt
1

with probability

if dt = 0

f

with probability 1
with probability 1

f

if dt = 0

(2)

if dt = 1

Note that in this very simple model the state space only has 5 points and therefore full-solution
methods can easily be used to estimate the model. We do this for illustrative purposes, but it should
be kept in mind that the method we propose below can deal with more realistic state spaces in which
standard full solution methods cannot be used or can only be used at substantial computational cost.
Estimation is standard, and can proceed using either Rust (1987) nested …xed point algorithm or HotzMiller (1993) two-step estimator, among other alternatives. The Hotz-Miller strategy avoids the solution
of the complicated dynamic structural model. The associated optimization problem is not solved even
once. However, one is able to recover the structural parameters and can, after estimation, solve the model
at those parameters if needed for, say, baseline simulation of arti…cial data and/or counterfactual policy
experiments.

3

Adding Unobserved Heterogeneity

We now modify the machine replacement example to allow for heterogeneity in the structural parameters
capturing age related maintenance costs

1k

and machine replacement costs Rk . We consider the case of

…nite, time-invariant discrete types. We index types by k = 1; ::::; K: In this setup, a standard estimation
strategy would proceed by integrating out unobserved heterogeneity in the likelihood function, treating
types as discrete random e¤ects in the population. Alternatively, a modi…cation of the Hotz-Miller
strategy, exploiting subjective probabilities of future choices, can be used to estimate the structural
parameters allowing for unobserved heterogeneity and without solving the dynamic program.

In the

remaining of this section we consider this possibility in detail.
Suppose we have available self-reported probabilities of next period machine replacement for each
…rm after the current period replacement decisions have been made.

5

Let
pSR
i (dt0 +1 = 1jxt0 ; dt0 ; k)

(3)

denote the 1-period ahead self-reported probability of choosing d = 1 (replacement choice) at time t0 + 1;
elicited at t0 from the technician in charge of machine maintenance at …rm i, of unobserved type k; who,
in addition is at the observed state xt0 and who has recently made choice dt0 :Note that (xt0 ; dt0 ) are the
actual current state and decision of this agent at the time of the question (t0 ), and they are observed in
the data. We do not require the agent to report one-period-ahead replacement (dt0 +1 = 1) probabilities
from the perspective of alternative, hypothetical states he could’ve been in and choices he could’ve made
at time t0 .
If the model in question featured deterministic transitions for its observed state variables, it would
be clear which state point next period the SR-CP is giving choice information about. In models with
stochastic transitions we need a more detailed "theory of self-report" that speci…es what goes through
the respondent’s mind between the time she listens to the question and the time she provides the answer.
Our theory of self report is the following: We assume the question is asked at time t after xt has
been realized and dt has been chosen. Upon listening to the question "what’s the probability that you
will set dt+1 = 1?" respondents use the solution to the dynamic programming problem to calculate
the implied CCPs, p (dt+1 = 1jxt+1 ; k) at each feasible state next period, xt+1 : Note that there will be
many probabilities, especially when the state space is large. After computing these, however, they need
to provide a single answer. One reasonable way forward is to assume that respondents then report the
average of these CCPs using the one-period ahead transition probability for the state variables, fx (x0 jd; x)
as weights. In other words, the question elicits the one-period-ahead "expected CCP". Formally,
SR-CP = E [CCP jx; d; k]

(4)

pSR (dt+1 = 1jxt ; dt ; k) = Ext+1 jxt ;dt ;k [Pr (dt+1 = 1jxt+1 ; k)]
X
=
Pr (dt+1 = 1jxt+1 ; k) fx (xt+1 jdt ; xt ; k)
xt+1

In some cases, depending on the speci…c wording, the question may elicit a di¤erent object, but in
what follows, and unless noted otherwise, we assume that subjective expectation questions elicit the
expected CCP.
Assumption SR-E[CCP]: The subjective probability questions elicit the expected CCP.
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3.1

Estimation using Hotz-Miller with Precise Subjective Choice Probability Data

Throughout this section we assume that these probabilities are elicited with great precision. For future
reference we establish this feature of the data in the following assumption
Assumption SR-Precise: The subjective probabilities are elicited with precision.
The basic intuition can be grasped in the context of our machine replacement example. Presumably
if we have two …rms A and B with machines in the same state in the current period xAt = xBt = xt , and
these two …rms make the same choice, dAt = dBt = dt , but report di¤erent probabilities of replacement
tomorrow,
pSR (dA;t+1 = 1jxAt ; dAt ; kA ) 6= pSR (dB;t+1 = 1jxBt ; dBt ; kB )

(5)

or
pSR (dA;t+1 = 1jxt ; dt ; kA ) 6= pSR (dB;t+1 = 1jxt ; dt ; kB )
it must be the case that there is something unobserved by the econometrician but known by the technician
in charge of machine maintenance in each …rm that induces the di¤erence in the self-reports. In other
words, the unobserved state k is di¤erent for the two …rms, kA 6= kB : Therefore, di¤erences in self-reports
are informative about underlying unobserved heterogeneity.
To be more speci…c, imagine two agents who are of the same type. They face the same prospects
regarding their state variables next period. Moreover, they also face a common distribution of idiosyncratic error terms next period f ("t+1 ). Hence, they will provide the same report about the probability of
making the choice next period. However, observations that are of di¤erent unobserved types will report
a di¤erent probability.10
This implies that under assumption SR-Precise, there is a one-to-one correspondence between SR
and type at a particular state-choice combination. As a result, the number of types, K can be readily
identi…ed by counting the number of di¤erent pSR (dt+1 = 1jx; d; k) elicited at a given state-choice cell,
(x; d).11 To simplify the exposition and without loss of generality let’s assume there are only two types
k = 1; 2: Then at any time t, the set of observations i with a common observable state xt and a common
10

In this world of precise elicitation, di¤erent types having the same 1-period ahead choice probability is a measure-zero
event if the choice is feasible next period and the utility of the choice depends on the type.
11
Note that it is important to consider future choice probability elicitation at particular state-choice combinations, not
just particular states. The reason is that, among observations with the same state at t, xt , those who make di¤erent choices
will induce di¤erent probability distributions for the state variables next period, and then, even if they are of the same type,
they will end up reporting di¤erent future choice probabilities. By focusing on those who are at the same state and make
the same current choice, we avoid this problem.
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current choice dt must be either type k = 1 or type k = 2. We should then see two, and only two, di¤erent
values of SR-CPs for each observed state-choice combination. Essentially, self-reported probabilities allow
us to "reveal" type membership.
Of course, it is impossible for all agents to visit a common state and make the same decision at the
time of the question, in which case assigning types would be immediate. Hence, we always identify types
for sub-groups of agents who happen to be at the same state and have made the same decision at the
time of the survey. We show in the next section that with two survey questions asked at two points in
time, we are able to leverage on the transitivity of type memberships and consolidate information from
both surveys in such a way so that the type membership of all agents can be identi…ed.12 We term
the technology of integrating information of type memberships from di¤erent survey waves "the linking
technology".
Then, after uncovering the unobserved type, estimation methods such as those proposed by Hotz and
Miller (1993) or Hotz, Miller, Sanders and Smith (1994) apply directly, treating type as a time-invariant,
observed discrete state. Moreover, for the purposes of identi…cation, the model can be reduced to one
without unobserved heterogeneity. Then identi…cation results such as those in the work of Magnac and
Thesmar (2002) apply directly.13
3.1.1

Linking Technology and Type Revelation

Suppose we have elicitations of subjective probabilities from the agents at two points in time. For example,
this could be done by using the answers to a subjective assessment of the future choice probability in two
di¤erent survey waves of a longitudinal study. If we have two (or more) self-reports for each individual,
then we can identify a rich heterogeneity structure. In particular, we can link two observations who
belong to the same type, even though they never reach a common state-choice combination at any time
of a survey. More speci…cally, to establish a direct link between two observations, we need the self-reports
from both of these observations to be elicited at a common state-choice cell and we need the self-reported
probabilities to be the same. Call such two observations Alice and Bob. Apart from the elicitation that is
used to link the two directly, Alice’s and Bob’s subjective probabilities are elicited again in a subsequent
12
For example, if agent A is identi…ed to have the same type as agent B from the …rst survey and agent B is identi…ed
to have the same type as agent C from the second survey, then A and C must have the same type even though A and C
may not visit any common state-choice combination at either of the two surveys. All that is needed for A and B to be at a
common state-choice cell at the time of the …rst survey and B and C to be at a common state-choice cell at the time of the
second survey.
13
Magnac and Thesmar (2002) do consider identi…cation of a model with correlated …xed e¤ects without relying on
expectations data. However, the structure of unobserved heterogeneity they focus on is somewhat di¤erent than the one
considered here. Kasahara and Shimotsu (2009) derive conditions on panel length and covariate heterogeneity required for
identi…cation of …nite mixtures in dynamic discrete choice models without the use of subjective expectations data.
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wave. In general, at the time of this subsequent elicitation, Alice and Bob will have arrived to two
di¤erent state-choice combinations. Let’s say Bob reaches a new state-choice combination which can be
used to link him to Carl, since Carl happens to be at that state-choice combination and reports the
same future probability of making a particular choice. Then Carl is identi…ed to have the same type
as Bob, and by transitivity he has the same type as Alice, even though Carl and Alice never reached a
common state-choice combination during either elicitation. Mathematically, this is done by representing
type membership as an equivalence relation and relying on the transitivity of the equivalence relation to
group agents. Once a single agent is proven to relate to another agent, he is proven to relate to the entire
equivalent class of the latter. We give the formal de…nitions of type revelation and linking technology
below.
With the linking technology, we prove that under a weak assumption of absence of "isolated islands"
in the space of the state-choice combinations, the "linking technology" can identify the type of every
observation in the sample. The "isolated islands" are sets of state-choice combinations, (x; d) in which
the pairs of self-reports of individuals are all contained and have no connections to other regions of the
state-choice space. In other words, we can classify a group of agents whose self-reports are elicited at
state-choice combinations within an isolated island into types, but there is no way to establish a link
between groups across islands. As long as there is enough movement of the agents from one state-choice
combination to another over the two questions, the No-islands assumption will hold.14
Finally, note that the "linking technology" with (at least) two self-reports places no restriction on
the structure of heterogeneity in the data. In particular, the rank order of type-speci…c expected CCPs
may di¤er across the state-choice space. Consider, for example, the possibility that a given type might
have the highest expected future CCP elicited at some state-choice combination and the lowest at some
other state-choice combination. We can link two observations of this type whose self-reports are elicited
in these two state-choice combinations, even though it wouldn’t be obvious how to do this by merely
comparing the rankings of these reported probabilities.
De…nition 1 (Revelation of types) A revelation of types is de…ned by an equivalence relation
the set of observations I = f1; 2; :::N g. Call the cardinality of the quotient set I=

on

the revealed number

of types and denote it by M .
By the Fundamental Theorem of Equivalence Relations, an equivalence relation

on a set, partitions

that set: Let the pair of self-reports be elicited at t0 and t00 for all observations.
14

Alternatively, observations in the isolated islands can be discarded provided that suitable assumptions about their
representativeness hold.
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De…nition 2 (Linking Technology ) De…ne a binary relation, R, in the following way: 8i; j 2 f1; 2; :::N g;
iRj
i¤
fe
pSR
eSR
pSR
eSR
6 ;:
i (xit0 ; dit0 ); p
i (xit00 ; dit00 )g \ fe
j (xjt0 ; djt0 ); p
j (xjt00 ; djt00 )g =

The linking technology is a relation

on f1; 2; :::; N g: 8i; j 2 f1; 2; :::N g = I;
i

i¤ 9 a subset of observations fi1 ; i2 ; :::in g

j

I, such that

i R i1 R i2 R:::R in R j:
The linking technology de…nes an equivalence relation.

It is easily checked that

satis…es re‡exivity,

symmetry and transitivity.
Assumption SR-No Islands: De…ne

k

to be the set of all state-choice cells at which a type k

observation makes a self-report in the data. Then, 8(x; d); (x0 ; d0 ) 2
k, with m reporting at (x; d); and n reporting at (x0 ; d0 ), and m

k; 9

observations m and n of type

n:

Lemma 1 Under Assumption SR-Precise and SR-No Islands, the linking technology recovers the true
number of types and type membership for each observation.
Proof. See Appendix A.
While the above lemma is quite powerful, it is worth acknowledging its limitations. Even in the ideal
world of precise elicitation, it still can happen that two observations (i; j) reporting the same expected
CCP at a common state-choice combination in period t0 end up reporting di¤erently at another common
state-choice combination in period t00 . A potential reason, except for stochastic singularity, is that the
true DGP features time-varying unobserved heterogeneity. To accommodate this, one would need to
start thinking about modelling unobserved heterogeneity in a time-varying fashion, which is out of the
scope of this paper and therefore a limitation of this approach. However, within the framework of this
paper, we interpret the empirical appearance of this seemingly inconsistent reporting behavior as a form
of measurement error. Indeed, in the next section, we move to the more empirically relevant case in
10

which elicitations are no longer precise. In that world, whenever a pair of individuals report the same
expected future CCP at time t0 but di¤erent ones at t00 , our modi…ed linking technology under bunching
will immediately "‡ag" this pair of individuals as belonging to di¤erent types. We will then rationalize
the fact that they reported the same expected CCP at t0 (despite being of di¤erent types) as a result of
two di¤erent expected CCPs being rounded-o¤ into a common value, thus creating bunching of the two
di¤erent types.

3.2

Estimation using Hotz-Miller with "Focal" Subjective Choice Probability Data

Unfortunately, in many contexts the SR-CPs are not as clean as we assumed them to be in the previous
section. While people may take more care in thinking about these probabilities when making actual
choices, it is likely that they exercise less care when quickly computing these probabilities in a few
seconds when answering to the interviewer.15 In particular, there is likely to be substantial "heaping" at
common reference points like 0, 0.10, 0.50, 0.90 and 1. See Walker (2003), Hill, Perry and Willis (2004)
and Blass, Lach and Manski (2010). Surprisingly, there is no heaping at 0.33 and 0.66 which a priori
appear to be good focal points when the probability re‡ects 1 out 3 or 2 out of 3 odds. Interestingly,
respondents seem to be more precise when reporting probabilities close to the boundaries. For example, it
is not uncommon to observe self-reports of 0.01, 0.02, 0.98 and 0.99. It is understandable that respondents
care more about distinguishing 0 from 0.01 or 0.99 from 1 than 0.50 from 0.51 or 0.49. We accommodate
these empirical regularities of probability self-reporting behavior in our discussion below.
Therefore in this section we characterize to what extent the results derived in the previous sections
hold in the more realistic case in which Assumption SR-Precise does not hold. We will work with a set
of H "focal" or "reference" values, h; that account for most of the self-reported probabilities. With a
little abuse of notation, let H also denote the cardinality of the set H:
Focal SR-CPs may lead to "bunching" which may create uncertainty in the identi…cation of the types.
Say, for example, we have two observations of di¤erent types at the same (x; d). For simplicity, consider
self-reports about 1-period ahead E[CCP] . Say under assumption SR-Precise type 1 reports 68% while
type 2 reports 72%. Now, in a more realistic scenario in which SR-Precise no longer holds, we will have
both types reporting 70%.
Following the notation in the previous sections, let pSR
i (dt+1 = 1jxit ; dit ; ki ) be a self-reported choice
probability that satis…es SR-Precise. In this section, we want to focus on the case in which the SR-CPs are
probabilities that are rounded-o¤ to the nearest focal point. We add an F to the self-report probability
15

See Karni (2009) for a formalization of truthful elicitation of probabilities.
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notation to emphasize it is now a focal self-report: pSRF
(xit ; dit ; ki ): Formally,
i
pSRF
(xit ; dit ; ki ) = arg min jpSR
i
i (dt+1 = 1jxit ; dit ; ki )
h2H

hj

(6)

SR
where pSR
i (dt+1 = 1jxit ; dit ; ki ) is an Expected CCP. Actually, if pi (dt+1 = 1jxit ; dit ; ki ) = E [CCP ]

we need to account for an additional layer of round-o¤ in the underlying CCPs, which we then denote
FCCPs:16
E [F CCP ] =

X

xi;t0 +1

=

X

xi;t0 +1

=

X

xi;t0 +1

FCCP xi;t0 +1 ; ki f xi;t0 +1 jxit0 ; dit0 ; ki
arg min jCCP xi;t0 +1 ; ki
h2H

(7)

hj f xi;t0 +1 jxit0 ; dit0 ; ki

arg min j Pr di;t0 +1 = 1jxi;t0 +1 ; ki
h2H

hj f xi;t0 +1 jxit0 ; dit0 ; ki

We assume all observations follow this "rounding" procedure. Since ki is unobserved, from the econometrician’s point of view, the SRs can be associated with states and actions only: peSRF
(xit ; dit ) =
i
pSRF
(xit ; dit ; ki ):
i

De…nition 3 (Bunching) Two self-reports are said to be bunched at (x; d) for observations i and j
of di¤ erent types, if pSRF
(x; d; ki ) = pSRF
(x; d; kj ) and ki 6= kj : Two SRs are said to be bunched at (x; d)
i
j
for types k and k 0 ; if pSRF (x; d; k) = pSRF (x; d; k 0 ):
Note that "Bunching" is de…ned both, for observations and for types. When focal self-reports generate bunching in the data, some variation of our basic linking technology works under some additional
assumptions.
Assumption B1 (Immediate Detection of Bunching Observations) If a pair of SRs by two
observations i and j who belong to di¤erent types, bunch at the state-choice (x; d), then their other
SRs must be elicited at another common state-choice (x0 ; d0 ), at which the two types’ focal SRs
di¤er:

16

peSRF
(x0 ; d0 ) 6= peSRF
(x0 ; d0 ):
i
j

(8)

This additional layer of rounding o¤ corresponds to the idea that an additional source of discrepancy between the
theoretical E [CCP ] and the self-report resides in the respondent’s inability to exactly compute the value function "o¤ the
top of her head". This inability induces computation of FCCPs, rather than CCPs at each feasible state point next period.
Then, a second layer of rounding is introduced when the average of these rounded CCPs is itself rounded o¤ when the answer
is provided to the interviewer. Note that this assumption only introduces some limited rationality at the self-report stage.
Behavior continues to be rational.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Immediate Detection of Bunching Observations
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Assumption B1 essentially makes sure that all bunchings of a pair of observations can be detected
immediately. It will be relaxed later in the sense that we will not require immediate detection of bunching
observations, but will require detection of bunching types.
De…nition 4 (Bunching state-choice for fi; jg) The bunching state-choice for fi; jg is the state-choice
B
(x; d) at which their SRs bunch. Denote it by (xB
ij ; dij ):

Assumption B1 guarantees that whenever there are two observations i and j of di¤erent types reporting
at a bunching state-choice, the bunching of di¤erent types is immediately detected. Assumption B1,
implies two observations i and j can bunch at most at one state-choice cell.
In Figure 1, the squares mark the precise SRs, which are rounded-o¤ to the nearest focal points,
marked by circles.

Whenever there is bunching of two di¤erent precise SRs, we include the square-

marked precise SRs for illustrative purposes. As is evident from the …gure, observations i and j have
B
the same focal self-reports at the state-choice (xB
ij ; dij ):

However, Assumption B1 is not enough to identify the types. Consider the following example in
Figure 2. We can easily see that i and h are of di¤erent types. Same applied to j and g . But there is
no way of telling whether the observations should be grouped as fj; ig and fg; hg or fi; gg and fh; jg. In
light of this, we make Assumption B2, which bridges the two SRs by the same type.
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Figure 2: Problem Without Assumption B2
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Assumption B2 (Bridging Bunchings) For all observations i and j who belong to the same type, but
B
the singleton intersection of whose SRs is at (xB
ih ; dih ) for some h, there exists another observation

l of the same type as i and j, who has SRs in the two non-bunching state-choice cells.
Figure 3 illustrates how observation l bridges a bunching.
De…nition 5 (Linking Technology under Bunching) De…ne a binary relation, RB , in the following
way: 8i; j 2 f1; 2; :::N g;

i RB j

i¤ the following conditions are met:
1. The pairs of self reports for i and j are such that
fe
pSRF
(xit0 ; dit0 ); peSRF
(xit00 ; dit00 )g \ fe
pSRF
(xjt0 ; djt0 ); peSRF
(xjt00 ; djt00 )g =
6 ;;
i
i
j
j
2. if 9 observation h;
B
fe
pSRF
(xit0 ; dit0 ); peSRF
(xit00 ; dit00 )g \ fe
pSRF
(xjt0 ; djt0 ); peSRF
(xjt00 ; djt00 )g = fe
pSRF
(xB
i
i
j
j
i
ih ; dih )g
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Figure 3: Illustration of Bridging the Bunching
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then
(xlt0 ; dlt0 ); peSRF
9l; fe
pSRF
(xlt00 ; dlt00 )g
l
l

= fe
pSRF
(xit0 ; dit0 ); peSRF
(xit00 ; dit00 )g4fe
pSRF
(xjt0 ; djt0 ); peSRF
(xjt00 ; djt00 )g;
i
i
j
j

where 4 denotes the set di¤ erence.

B

The linking technology under bunching is a relation
i
i¤ 9 a subset of observations fi1 ; i2 ; :::in g

B

on f1; 2; :::; N g: 8i; j 2 f1; 2; :::N g = I;

j

I, such that

i RB i1 RB i2 RB :::RB in RB j:

It can be easily proved that the linking technology under bunching also de…nes an equivalence relation.
Lemma 2 Under Assumptions B1, B2 and SR-No Islands, the linking technology under bunching recovers
the true types exactly.
Proof. See Appendix A.
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Figure 4: Identi…cation of the Number of the Types
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Note that now the number of types is only identi…ed after the partition. In particular, it is not
identi…ed by counting the number of di¤erent SRs in each state-choice cell.

Consider Figure 4.

The

partition identi…es 3 types, though at each state-choice cell, there are only 2 di¤erent SRs. With a slight
B
0
abuse of notation, (xB
kk0 ; dkk0 ) here denotes the bunching state-choice cell for type k and type k . The

arrows indicate "bridges".
Assumption B3 (Detection of Bunching Types) If two types, k and k 0 ; bunch at the state-choice
(x; d), then 9 two observations i of type k and j of type k 0 ; and another state-choice (x0 ; d0 ) s.t.
peSRF
(x; d) = peSRF
(x; d)
i
j

peSRF
(x0 ; d0 ) 6= peSRF
(x0 ; d0 )
i
j

Assumption B3 is weaker than Assumption B1. Assumption B1 ensures that whenever two observations of di¤erent types bunch, their other SRs reveal the bunching to the researcher.

Assumption

B3 only requires that whenever two types bunch, some observations’ SRs reveal the bunching of the
types. Figure 5 gives an example which satisfy Assumption B3 but not Assumption B1. Consider the
observation l in the …gure. Assumption B1 would require the existence of another observation linking
B
SRF (x0 ; d0 ) = 0:8 for immediate detection of bunching types.
pSRF (xB
ih ; dih ) = 0:5 and p
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Nevertheless,

Figure 5: SRFs Allowed under Assumption B3 but not B1
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Assumption B3 is satis…ed as long as the observations i and h reveal the bunching of two types at
B
(xB
ih ; dih ).

With Assumption B3 replacing Assumption B1, the linking technology under bunching now cannot
guarantee to recover the exact type of each observation. For example, types of i and h in Figure 6 are
not distinguishable. Assumption B4 deals with this issue.
Assumption B4 (No observations with two "bunched" self-reports) Every observation i has at
least one self-report elicited at a state-choice in which there is no bunching.
The following proposition establishes one of the most important results in this paper.
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions B2,B3,B4 and SR-No Islands, the linking technology under bunching
recovers the true types.
Proof. Given Lemma 2, the critical step is to restore the identi…cation of bunching state-choice cells
under Assumption B3 (Detection of Bunching Types), which is weaker than Assumption B1 (Detection of
Bunching Observations). Consider an observation i, whose SRs involve one SR in a bunching state (x; d)
where her type bunches with another type.

By Assumption B3, this bunching of types is detectable

by two observations that do not necessarily involve i.
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There are thus two possibilities.

One, 9 an

Figure 6: Non-identi…cation of Types
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observation u, who bunches with i at (xB
iu ; diu ); but di¤erentiates itself at another state-choice (x ; d ); as

is depicted in Figure 7. Two, while i’s other SR is at (x0 ; d0 ), there are two observations u and v; who
reveal the bunching of the types at some other state-choice (x00 ; d00 ), as is in Figure 8.
Now consider observations i and j, who are of the same type. We want to show that i
case, by Lemma 2, we have i

B

B

j: In the …rst

j. In the second case, by Assumption B3, there exist two observations

B
u and v that reveal the bunching of types at (x; d), that is, (x; d) = (xB
uv ; duv ): By Assumption B2, there

exists some observation l that bridges j and v and there exists some other observation w that bridges v
and i. The linking technology under bunching gives that j
equivalence relation, j

B

B

v and v

B

i. By the transitivity of the

i:

Now comes the other direction that j

B

i implies kj = ki : It su¢ ces to show that 8m; m RB n

implies km = kn : Suppose not. Since m RB n, let the common state-choice cell at which m and n made a
common SR be (x; d): By Assumption B3, 9 two observations m0 and n0 and another state-choice (x0 ; d0 )
s.t.
peSRF
eSRF
m0 (x; d) = p
n0 (x; d)
:
SRF
0
0
0 0
pem0 (x ; d ) 6= peSRF
n0 (x ; d )

Assumption B2 identi…es through bridging that m0

B

m and n0

B

n: Hence, m0

B

n0 . Contradiction.

However, for all pairs of observations whose SRs are identical at two of their bunching state-choice cells
(observations ruled out in Assumption B4), their types are not identi…ed. Recall Figure 6. Assumption
18

Figure 7: Immediate Detection of i-u Bunching
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Figure 8: Detection of i-u Bunching Using v
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(x',d')

B3 nevertheless indicates which two types these two observations may belong to.
In practice, we can write a computer algorithm that implements the linking technology to determine
the type of those observations whose two SRs do not bunch with those of another type simultaneously.17
Finally, if we are willing to assume type-invariant transitions (i.e. f (x0 jd; x; k) does not depend on k) ,
we can relax Assumption B4. For those observations whose types are indeterminate, we will impute their
types by …nding the conditional probability of being a particular type given the observation’s history of
states and choices and its pair of bunching state-choices. Let i be such an observation of type k, whose
SRs are fe
pSRF
(xt0 ; dt0 ); peSRF
(xt00 ; dt00 )g, where (xt0 ; dt0 ) and (xt00 ; dt00 ) are two bunching state-choice cells
i
i

for types k and k 0 : Below we describe the procedure used to impute i0 s type.

First, we use the subsample where types can be correctly revealed to form a system of equations
in terms of CCPs for each type and solve for the CCPs for each type.

There are in general jXj

K

equations and unknowns. Note that unlike the situation under SR-Precise, now even with 1-period ahead
SRs the system will be non-linear. In the case of expected CCPs, the non-linearity is introduced by the
double rounding-o¤. A typical equation of such a system will then look like
pSRF
(xit0 ; dit0 ; ki )
i

(9)

= pSRF
di;t0 +1 = 1jxit0 ; dit0 ; ki
i
= arg min jpSR
hj
i (dt+1 = 1jxit ; dit ; ki )
h2H
8
9
< X
=
FCCP xi;t0 +1 ; ki f xi;t0 +1 jxit0 ; dit0
h
= arg min
;
h2H :
xi;t0 +1
8
< X
= arg min
arg min j Pr di;t0 +1 = 1jxi;t0 +1 ; ki
hj f xi;t0 +1 jxit0 ; dit0
h2H :
b2B
xi;t0 +1

h

9
=
;

Note that in general the above system may not have a unique solution. Therefore we work with an
approximate problem that essentially disregards the two layers of rounding-o¤. Given the set of focal
points H, the bias introduced by the approximation will be bounded.
Once we solve the above system, we compute the conditional probability of i being type k given i’s
history of choices and states for every "problematic" observation i (i.e. every observation whose pair of
self-reports does not provide enough information to uncover its type).

17

The algorithm is described in detail in a supplementary Appendix available upon request.
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To that end note that for problematic observations we have

Pr k fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00

=

(10)

Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00
=

In the RHS, Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 jk

Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 jk Pr (k)

Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 jk Pr (k)
PK
0
0
k0 =1 Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 jk Pr (k )

can be computed using type k’s CCPs and the estimates of the

transition probabilities of the states. Pr (k) is estimated using, for example, the following equation
Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5) = Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5; k = 1) Pr (k = 1)
+ Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5; k = 2) [1

(11)

Pr (k = 1)]

where Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5) is estimated by simple frequency from the data and Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5; k = 1) and
Pr (dt = 1jxt = 5; k = 2) are computed using the type speci…c CCPs for each type. Given that obtaining
such CCPs is not feasible, we work with approximate CCPs which solve the approximate system of
equations described above.18 Among all those problematic observations who have the same SRs and
the same remaining history for t 6= t0 ; t00 as i0 s., we then assign their types such that with probability
p(kjfxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 ), they are of type k:19

3.3

Single Self-Report and The Monotonicity Property

An empirically relevant case is that in which the researcher only has one self-report about the agent’s
subjective probability of taking a given action in the future. In this case, an important class of models
can still be identi…ed. In particular, if the unobserved heterogeneity is characterized by a monotonicity
property, one can link observations via a single self-report.
Assumption Monotonicity: the structure of unobserved heterogeneity is such that for unobserved
types k = 1; :::; K;
Pr (d = 1jx; k = 1) < Pr (d = 1jx; k = 2) <; ::::; < Pr (d = 1jx; k = K) for all x

18

(12)

Alternatively, the denominator in the RHS, Pr fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 ; could be obtained by counting the proportion of
observations who have this particular history of states and choices.
19
This procedure can be readily extended to the case where there are more than two types bunching at the state-choice
cells at the time of the SRs.
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In words, the monotonicity assumption implies that types can be ranked according to their propensity
to make choice d = 1 and this ranking holds across the entire state space. For example, in our machine
replacement model, if types vary only according to replacement costs R, then monotonicity holds. It is
easy to show that then the expected CCPs elicited at any state choice combination obey the same rank
E [CCPt+1 jxt ; dt ; k = 1] < E [CCPt+1 jxt ; dt ; k = 2] <; ::::; < E [CCPt+1 jxt ; dt ; k = K] for all (xt ; dt )
(13)
Thus, under monotonicity and with precise elicitation, it su¢ ces to group observations according to the
rank of their self-reported future expected CCPs at the state-choice combination in which they were
elicited. That is, regardless of the state-choice combination at which individuals were located when the
question was asked, those who belong in a common type k, will report the k th highest expected future
CCP from the perspective of that particular state-choice combination. Of course if every individual is at
the same state-choice when reporting the future choice probability then the grouping into types would be
immediate. But note also that individuals could be at di¤erent state-choice combinations when reporting
their subjective probability of a future choice. Under monotonicity, the rank of their reports is preserved
across di¤erent state-choice combinations. Moreover, note that since ("0 ; "1 ) are distributed in R2 , in a
large enough sample, at least some observations from each type end up visiting every state so there are
no rank reversals. That is, the ranking of an individual self-report would be the same no matter at which
state-choice combination is being elicited.
For situations in which a single self-report is available and assumption SR-Precise does not hold
we take a stand on the number of unobserved types, K, we can identify. Then we partition the unit
interval into K ranges or segments and classify observations according to which segment their (rounded)
self-reported probability belongs to. We must then make sure that for each individual the self-reported
expected CCP is elicited at a state-choice combination in which each and every type is being "expressed".
That is, each individual must report her expected CCP at a state-choice combination where at least one
observation from every type is also reporting her own expected CPP. That way we guarantee that this
individual’s rank k is correctly assessed.

4

Montecarlo Experiments

In this section we do not discuss the precise data case because its empirical implementation is less feasible
given that most subjective assessments of future choice probabilities have focal measurement error. We
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instead focus on the more realistic case in which there is focal measurement error in SR-CPs. We analyze
two cases : a) a case in which this particular form of noise in the self-reports is innocuous and b) the
more general case in which it leads to bunching. We analyze a general model without monotonicity.
Consider the model in the machine replacement example of Section 2. Again, note that we purposefully
work with a simple toy model to be able to assess timing gains relative to a full-solution approach. However
the method works equally well if we have a realistic state space that prevents estimation via full-solution.
When the state space gets large it is likely that we will run into a "Data Curse of Dimensionality" in the
sense that we will not have enough data to estimate the …rst-stage CCPs non-parametrically, even if we do
not condition on type. This is not a limitation of our method, but one shared with the original Hotz-Miller
(1993) estimator. However, there exist well known generalizations of the original Hotz-Miller strategy
that preserve the initial insight while at the same time solving the "Data Curse of Dimensionality".
For example, after unraveling the types we could use the estimator advanced by Hotz, Miller, Sanders
and Smith (1994) that combines the alternative representation of the value function with a forward path
simulation approach to greatly diminish the data requirements of the original Hotz-Miller strategy.20 One
can also work with models featuring stochastic …nite dependence. As shown by Arcidiacono and Miller
(2011) these models require a much smaller number of CCPs to be estimated.
We consider the simplest case in which there are K = 2 types. We simulate data on N = 100; 000
…rms and T = 10 periods using that model as underlying DGP with the following parameters:
Type 1: (

11 ; R1 )

= ( 0:4; 3)

Type 2: (

12 ; R2 )

= ( 1:2; 7)

We compute each simulated …rm’s subjective assessment of its the expected CCP next period given
its current state and choice using our theory of self-report, including the rounding o¤ procedure that
generates focal measurement error as described in Section 3:2. The simulated self-reports are taken in
periods t = 6 and t = 9. In Figure 9 we see that despite the measurement error induced by focal selfreports, no type-bunching occurs. The squares point to the location of the precise E[CCP]s, the ones that
would be elicited in the ideal case without "heaping" in focal values. The circles show the corresponding
"focal" E[CCP]s

Since no type bunching occurs, the linking technology quickly establishes the number of types and
type membership, and Hotz-Miller proceeds with type as an extra state variable. Table 1 describes the
20

Only states visited with positive probability in the sample at hand (as opposed to all feasible states conceptually possible
in the model) are used in this estimation strategy.
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Figure 9: Focal Self-Reports That Do Not Lead to Bunching
Expected CCPs: Precise vs. Focal
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results of the Montecarlo simulations and illustrates that our linking technology allows quick and precise
estimation of the unobserved heterogeneity in the structural model.21 The mean estimate over the R=500
repetitions is virtually the same as the truth. The standard deviation of the Montecarlo distribution is
very small.22
Table 1
Truth

Full Solution

Hotz-Miller

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

11

0:4

-0.4000

0.0058

-0.3999

0.0058

R1

3:0

-2.9997

0.0198

-2.9995

0.0198

12

1:2

-1.2012

0.0269

-1.2008

0.0268

R2

7:0

-7.0071

0.0951

-7.0057

0.0949

Avg. Time

-

11 minutes

30 seconds

21
Convergence of the entire algorithm takes on average aproximately half a minute. Almost all of the time is spent in the
Hotz-Miller step. Indeed, preliminary type revelation and linking only takes about half a second. The montecarlo was run
in a standard desktop using MATLAB.
22
Standard Deviations for the montecarlo distribution of estimates are computed for each parameter as follows:
q P
PR
R
1
1
)2 where = R
r=1 ( r
r=1 r
R
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We now modify our DGP to generate a more complex situation. The parameters are now:
Type 1: (

11 ; R1 )

= ( 0:27; 2:65)

Type 2: (

12 ; R2 )

= ( 0:40; 3:75)

In Figure 10 we can see that focal self-reports now lead to bunching in state-choice combinations
(x; d) = (2; 0) and (x; d) = (3; 0). Again, the squares point to the location of the precise E[CCP]s. The
nearby circles show the corresponding "focal" E[CCP]s that respondents actually provide.

Figure 10: Focal Self-Reports That Lead to Bunching
Expected CCPs: Precise vs. Focal
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We consider four estimation strategies for this case. In Table 2 we show the Montecarlo results for
each of these.
1. Naive: In this strategy, we just drop from the sample those observations whose type cannot be
determined. Column 2 shows the mean estimates. While the maintenance cost,

1

is estimated

very precisely for both types, there is a small bias in the estimates of replacement costs R1 and
R2 . In both cases we tend to underestimate replacement costs. This makes sense. Since the two
bunching state choice combinations (2; 0) and (3; 0) involve non-replacement decisions, when we
discard observations we tend to disproportionately eliminate from the sample observations that
25

do not replace machines. Therefore the sample becomes more dominated by observations that
do replace machines. The structural parameter estimates rationalize this behavior in the data by
making machine replacement decisions less costly than they really are.
2. Infeasible A: In this case we pretend we know each observation’s type. Then we estimate
p(k f(xt ; dt )gt=t0 ;t00 ; fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 )
by simple frequency and assign types to "problematic" observations such that they (as a group) are
consistent with this estimated probability. Here we are back to the scenario of our …rst Montecarlo
without bunching. Not surprisingly the performance is excellent.
3. Infeasible B: Here we no longer pretend we know each observation’s type but instead claim we
know the precise CCPs. Then we compute p k f(xt ; dt )gt=t0 ;t00 ; fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00

using the Bayesian

update described above and again assign types to "problematic" observations.23 Again results are
extremely good.
4. Feasible: Our feasible estimation strategy follows the same protocol as Infeasible B, but now using
the approximate type-speci…c CCPs derived from the approximate system of equations based on
focal E[CCP]s. The performance here is also excellent and virtually the same as the one achieved
by Infeasible B, which uses the (usually unavailable) precise CCPs.
Table 2
Truth

"Naive"

Infeasible A

Infeasible B

Feasible

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

11

0:27

-0.2735

0.0016

-0.2707

0.0016

-0.2713

0.0016

-0.2709

0.0015

R1

2:65

-2.6227

0.0088

-2.6538

0.0085

-2.6566

0.0085

-2.6561

0.0082

12

0:40

-0.4006

0.0024

-0.3985

0.0022

-0.3968

0.0022

-0.3977

0.0022

R2

3:75

-3.7024

0.0138

-3.7414

0.0134

-3.7304

0.0131

-3.7329

0.0134

Avg. Time

-

24.1 seconds

27.4 seconds
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30.2 seconds

76.6 seconds

In the actual implementation there is a trade-o¤ when choosing how much information to condition on when doing the
Bayesian update. If we condition on all the history fxt ; dt gt6=t0 ;t00 ;the number of observation in each cell might be very small
so in practice it might be better to condition on a subset of the available history.
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5

Conclusions

We have introduced a new approach to allow for unobserved heterogeneity in two-step, CCP-based estimation strategies for discrete choice dynamic programming models such as those pioneered by Hotz and
Miller (1993). Our strategy exploits the availability of expectations data. Since subjective expectations
data about future choice probabilities integrate the future temporary idiosyncratic shocks, they are extremely powerful and they become a valuable resource to identify and estimate unobserved heterogeneity.
We believe that if and when such data is available, our approach should be attractive given that identi…cation requires mild assumptions and estimation can proceed with very light data requirements. Indeed,
the method can be implemented with only one or two unconditional self-reports about expected future
choice probabilities per respondent. Our Montecarlo experiments show that the computational burden
is essentially the same as that of the (already fast) original Hotz-Miller estimator. The method can be
applied in combination with variants of the original Hotz-Miller estimator that reduce its onerous data
requirements in models with rich state spaces. Our focus has been on single agent models of dynamic
discrete choice. Extensions might be possible to other contexts discussed in the Introduction, as long as
subjective expectations data is available to supplement traditional data on observed choices and states.
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Appendix A: Proofs of Lemmas
Under Assumption SR-Precise and SR-No Islands, the linking technology recovers the true

Lemma 1

number of types and type membership for each observation.
Proof. First, we establish that under Assumption SR-Precise, the linking technology implies that for all
i

j; ki = kj : By de…nition of the linking technology, i

fi1 ; :::in g

j i¤ 9 a possibly empty subset of observations

I, such that i R i1 R:::R in R j: By transitivity of " = "; it is enough to show that 8m R n;

km = kn : By de…nition, m R n i¤
fe
pSR
eSR
pSR
eSR
6 ;
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt" ; dmt" )g \ fe
n (xnt0 ; dnt0 ); p
n (xnt" ; dnt" )g =

Since under Assumption SR-Precise the probability of two di¤erent types having exactly the same report
on the same state-choice cell is zero, it holds that m R n ) km = kn : Hence, ki = ki1 = ::: = kin = kj :
Second, we need to show that 8i; j with ki = kj , i
are of type k, but i

j: Let

([j]) gives SRs. Then,

[i]

\

[j] )

j: Suppose not. Consider observations i; j, who

[i]

(

[j]

= ;: Otherwise, 9(x; d) 2

be the set of all state-choice cells at which the equivalent class [i]
[i]

\

[j]

and 9 observations i0 2 [i]; j 0 2 [j],

who share a common SR at (x; d) and this implies that i0 R j 0 : Hence, i
assumption that i
[i]

\

[j]

j. So

[i] \

= ;; together with i

[j]

0

i R j0

j, contradicting our

= ;: But it further contradicts Assumption SR-No Islands, because

j; implies that 8(x; d) 2

[i]

k ; (x0 ; d0 )

2

[j]

k,

exist two observations m and n, such that m gives a SR at (x; d) and n at (x0 ; d0 ) and m
Lemma 2

there does not
n:

Under Assumptions B1, B2 and SR-No Islands, the linking technology under bunching

recovers the true types exactly.
Proof. First, we want to prove that under Assumption B1, the linking technology under bunching implies
that for all i

B

j; ki = kj : De…nition of linking under bunching gives i

subset of observations fi1 ; :::in g

B

j i¤ 9 a possibly empty

I, such that i RB i1 RB :::RB in RB j: By transitivity of " = "; it is

enough to show that 8m RB n; km = kn : Consider such m RB n: They must satisfy
1. fe
pSRF
eSRF
pSRF
(xnt0 ; dnt0 ); peSRF
(xnt00 ; dnt00 )g =
6 ;;
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt00 ; dmt00 )g \ fe
n
n
2. if 9 observation h;

B
B
fe
pSRF
eSRF
pSRF
(xnt0 ; dnt0 ); peSRF
(xnt00 ; dnt00 )g = fe
pSRF
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt00 ; dmt00 )g \ fe
n
n
m (xmh ; dmh )g
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then
9l; fe
pSRF
(xlt0 ; dlt0 ); peSRF
(xlt00 ; dlt00 )g
l
l

= fe
pSRF
eSRF
pSRF
(xnt0 ; dnt0 ); peSRF
(xnt00 ; dnt00 )g;
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt00 ; dmt00 )g4fe
n
n

where 4 denotes the set di¤erence.

Proceed by contradiction. Suppose that km 6= kn : Then by Assumption B1, m and n bunching at
the state-choice cell of their common SR is immediately detected: fe
pSRF
eSRF
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt00 ; dmt00 )g \
B
B
fe
pSRF
(xnt0 ; dnt0 ); peSRF
(xnt00 ; dnt00 )g = fe
pSRF
n
n
m (xmn ; dmn )g. In this case, n quali…es as the observation h in

the second condition, so

(xlt00 ; dlt00 )g
(xlt0 ; dlt0 ); peSRF
9l; fe
pSRF
l
l

= fe
pSRF
eSRF
pSRF
(xnt0 ; dnt0 ); peSRF
(xnt00 ; dnt00 )g;
m (xmt0 ; dmt0 ); p
m (xmt00 ; dmt00 )g4fe
n
n

contradiction to the non-existence of such an observation who reports two di¤erent probabilities at one
state-choice cell. Hence, km = kn and ki = ki1 = kin = kj :
Second, to show that for any pair of observations of the same type, they must belong to the same
equivalence class, we proceed by contradiction.
k, but i

B

any (x0 ; d0 ) 2

j: De…ne
[j]

k;

[i] ;

[j]

Consider two observations i and j of the same type

as in the proof of Lemma 1.

Now for any (x; d) 2

k

[i]

and

by Assumption SR-No Islands, 9 two observations m and n of type k, with m

reporting at (x; d) and n at (x0 ; d0 ), and m
at (x; d) and some other (x00 ; d00 ) 2

[i] :

B

n: Since (x; d) 2

[i] ,

9 observation i0 2 [i] who reports

Obviously, i0 and m share a common SR at (x; d): If (x; d) is a

bunching state-choice cell, Assumption B1 immediately identi…es this and Assumption B2 makes sure that
9 an observation l that bridges i0 and m0 s non-bunching SRs. Linking technology under bunching implies
i0

B

m. If (x; d) is not a bunching state-choice cell, the linking technology under bunching directly gives

i0

B

m: By the same argument, 9j 0 2 [j] such that j 0

B

n: Therefore, i

B i0

B

m

B

n

Therefore, [i] \ [j] = fi0 ; j 0 ; m; ng =
6 ;: A contradiction to the de…nition of equivalence class.
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B

j0

B

j.
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